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MATHEMATICS 
ON THE MONOTONICITY AND SUBADDITIVITY OF NORMING 
PERTURBATIONS FOR BANACH FUNCTION SPACES 
BY 
J. QUINN l) AND R. REICHARD 2) 
(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of September 25, 1971) 
W. A. J. LUXEMBKJRG and A. C. ZAANEN in [3, Note IV, p. 2621 posed 
the question of whether the difference between a function norm Q and 
its Lorentz norm QL ever fails to be a function seminorm. Indeed, they 
further asked whether it could fail to be monotone. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we present an example (Ex. 2.3) of a sequence 
space with a function norm e such that the difference Q -QL fails to be 
either monotone or subadditive. Thus, the questions posed in [3] are 
answered in the affirmative. 
We introduce in Section 1 some terminology which is efficacious to the 
statement of our results in Section 3 where we study the monotonicity 
and subadditivity of the difference 9 -et. The main result of this section 
is Theorem 3.9, which says, in particular, that the difference Q-QL is 
monotone if and only if it is subadditive (in a certain sense, see Section 3). 
Throughout this paper, we will assume that the reader has a familiarity 
with the material in [3, Notes I-V]. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let (X, 2, ,u) be a a-finite measure space. In keeping with [3] (except 
in that we restrict ourselves to the real number situation), we will denote 
by 1M the set of equivalence classes of extended real valued p-measurable 
functions defined on X, and by M+ the set of equivalence classes of 
extended positive real valued p-measurable functions defined on X. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let Q be a Patou, saturated function norm. The mapping 
z of M+ into the extended real numbers is called a pnorming perturbation 
if -c satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) 0~ z(u) G CO for all u E Mf, 
(ii) the function (e+z), defined by (Q-I--C)(U) =e(u)+t(u), is a saturated 
function norm, 
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(iii) if (e + Z)L is the Lorentx norm associated with (e f z) (i.e., (Q + -c)~(u) = 
= min (lim (~+z)(u~): O<u, j’ u>, u E M+), then (Q+-c)L=Q. 
(iv) if e(u) -Go, then z(u) = +oo. 
REMARK 1.2. For the sake of brevity, we will restrict our attention 
throughout to Fatou, saturated function norms Q. All of our results can 
be extended, with due care, to Fatou, function seminorms e by defining 
z to be a pseminorming perturbation if it satisfies: 
(i)’ O<Z(U) <co for u E .M+, 
(ii)’ the mapping (e+z), defined by (e+z)(u) =Q(u) +z(u), is a function 
seminorm, 
(iii)’ if (Q +Z)L is the Lorentz seminorm associated with (e+z), then 
te++=e, 
(iv)’ if e(u)=co, then t(u)=oo. 
Let z be a @-norming perturbation. By Lest we will denote the set of 
all u~il! such that (e+z)(I~~I)<oo. It is easy to see that L,,,={uE L,: 
a4 -4. 
REMARK 1.3. It follows directly from condition (ii) of Definition 1.1 
that, for u, v E M+, the following conditions hold: 
(i) If u= 0, then z(u) = 0, 
(ii) z(au) = az(u) for every finite constant a> 0, 
(iii) If Z(U) =co and v>u, then z(v) =oo whenever Q(V) COO. 
By virtue of condition (iv) of Definition 1.1 and condition (iii) of 
Remark 1.3, it follows that a @-norming perturbation z is a function 
seminorm if and only if it is monotone and subadditive on L$,. 
From condition (iii) of Definition 1.1, it follows that, for zc E Le, 
(e + t)(u) - (e + Mu) = (e + d(u) -e(u) =du). 
REMARK 1.4. It was essentially proved in [3, Note IV] that, for any 
saturated function norm Q, the difference Q - QL is (on L$J the same as 
a PL-norming perturbation restricted to L&. In fact, if we take 
t(u) = 
1 
e(u) -QL(U) for 7.4 E L&, 
00 whenever @L(U) = co and u E M+, 
then z will actually be a QL-norming perturbation. 
In a figurative sense, therefore, the study of e-norming perturbations 
is equivalent to the study of the “difference” between the theory of 
saturated function norms and the theory of Fatou, saturated function 
norms (the theory of Fatou, saturated function norms being itself equiva- 
lent to the theory of KGthe-Toeplitz spaces introduced by G. G. LORENTZ 
and D. G. WERTHEIM in [l] (see also [2])). 
We find it convenient to use the concept of a semi-continuous norm, 
the definition of which follows. 
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A norm I]. I] defined on a vector lattice L under which L becomes a 
normed vector lattice is said to be semi-continuous (o-semi-continuous) if 
for every net {ZG} C L+ (sequence {xn> C L+) with xoc t x0 E L+ (x, t xo E L+) 
we have that sup Il~aIl = Ijxoll (sup ll~~ll= Ilxoll). 
A Riesz space L is said to be order separable if whenever K is a subset 
of L which has a supremum, then there is a countable subset K’ of K 
such that sup K’ = sup K (equivalently, every net (G} C L+ with 
xa t x0 E L+ contains a sequence {x~} such that xn t x0). 
REMARK 1.5. We will need to know that if Q is a saturated function 
norm, then L, is order separable. To see this, consider first the associated 
norms Q’ and Q” (see [3, Def. 9.1 in Note IV]). By combining several of 
the results in [3, Note IV], we have that both Q’ and Q” are Fatou, satu- 
rated function norms and that Q” = (e’)‘. Combining this with [3, Th. 5.3 
in Note II] we have that L,I is complete. Hence, by virtue of [3, Th. 
12.3 (iii) in Note V], it follows that L, has a weak unit e > 0 in the sense 
of [3, Def. 12.2 (ii) in Note V]. Then the functional E(f) = J fed,u for f E LQ 
is a strictly positive linear functional on Le. That L, is order separable 
now follows by application of [3, Th. 31.11 (i) in Note X]. 
REMARK 1.6. If the Riesz space L is order separable, then every 
o-semi-continuous norm on L is semi-continuous. It therefore follows from 
Remark 1.5 that every Fatou, saturated function norm Q when considered 
as a norm on Le is semi-continuous. 
2. THE EXAMPLE 
Before we can present the example, we must first state a known result 
concerning norm extensions from a vector lattice to its Dedekind com- 
pletion. We must also establish one preliminary lemma. 
Let (4 II*Il) b e a normed vector lattice with norm I]. I]. Furthermore, 
let LA be the Dedekind completion of L and consider the following mapping 
of LA into the positive reals: 
It is known that I]. I] * is always a norm extending ]].I] from L to LA (c.f., 
P, P. 1791). 
We will say that a subset K of a Riesz space L has property D (property 
a-D) if for every OGU. E L there is a directed upward net ZGC (sequence un) 
of positive elements in K such that U= sup uZ (u= sup wn). 
The lemma which we need is the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~1 and ~2 be two saturated function norms such that 
L = LQl = L,, and such that QI= ~2 on a Riesx subspace L’ _C L with proper- 
ty D. Assume in addition that ~1 and QZ are semi-continuous on L’. Then 
QlL= Q2L. 
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PROOF. We note first that if ‘u E M+ and {u%> is a sequence in L with 
0 G u% f u, then there exists a sequence {w,} in L’ with 0 QV, f u such 
that v,<un for n=l, 2, . . . . To see this, we note that since L is order 
separable (see Remark 1.5), we actually have that L’ has property a-D 
with respect to L. Thus, for each n, there exists a sequence 0 dv,,, t m~n 
with {v,,,,} C L’ for m, n = 1, 2, . . . . Taking zn = sup (~4,~; 1 G i G n), it is 
easy to check that {.zn} C L’, 0 GZ, f u, and that zn GU, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Now, it follows from the fact that ~1 and es are saturated, and from 
what we have just seen, that, for every zb E M+, there exist sequences 
14 r ’ CL’ and (~$1 CL’ with OGV~ t %u for i=l, 2 such that 
em(u) = lim ei(vi) and @Z&(U) = lim es(z$). 
Our assertion will follow: therefore, if we can ihow that 
lim I = lim pi(d) = lim es(&) 
Iz n n 
(where the last equality is by assumption). To this end, let no be a fixed 
natural number. Then uAo A vi f V& A u = u&. Since ~1 is semi-continuous 
on L’, it follows that ei(vi, A vi) t ei(v&). But, since vi >vio A vi for 
n= 1, 2, . ..) we have that lim Q~(v:) > ei(&,) and hence that 
lim ei(v$ > lim pi. 
n a 
Interchanging the roles of vi and vi above and applying the same 
argument, we obtain that lim el(vA)> lim I. The lemma is proved. 
REMARK 2.2. With propir modificaiion, the above lemma has an 
analogue in the more general setting of Archimedean, order separable 
Riesz spaces with the Egoroff property. It was shown in [4, p. 521 that 
whenever L is order separable and has the Egoroff property, then 
11. I/IL= Il. 112~ where II’ III and ll.ll 2 are any two norm extensions of /j. I] to 
L” and are not necessarily semi-continuous. 
In fact, most of our results will have analogues in this more general 
setting. We will not, however, go into this here. 
We are now ready to present our example. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let L=c be the Riesz space of convergent sequences. 
Then LA= 1,; i.e., the Dedekind completion of L is the Riesz space of all 
bounded sequences. Consider the element & E L”, where &= (1, 2, 1, 2, . ..). 
Let Q be the function norm defined by 
Q(U) = inf (a: il&>u, 1 a real number) 
for u E M+, where M is the space of all real sequences. Then L, = LA. 
It is easy to see that Q is a Fatou, saturated function norm. 
Now, let p=plL (the restriction of Q to L). Taking 
P’(U) = p*(u) for u E (LA)+, 00 for u E M+-LA, 
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we have, by virtue of Lemma 2.1 (since L has property D with respect 
to LA, p’ =Q on L, and Q is semi-continuous on L), that & =QL =Q. 
Letting 
z(u)= ( 
p’(u) -e(u) for u E (LA)+, 
00 for u E M+ - (LA)+, 
we have that z is a @-norming perturbation. 
We note the following two things: 
(1) z is not monotone. To see this, consider the element &= (1, 2, 1, 2, . ..). 
We have that ~(6) = 1 and ~‘(6) = 2. So, z(e”) =~‘(8) -e(8) = 1. On the 
other hand, if e= (2, 2, . . . ), then e>& and p’(e) =p(e)=e(e) (since 
e E L). So, z(e)=@(e)-e(e)=O. Th is establishes that z is not monotone. 
(2) z is not subadditive. To see this, let x1=(1, 1, 1, . ..) and x2= 
=(O, 1, 0, 1, . ..). Then 
and 
z(x1) = 0, z(xz) ==p’(x2) -@(X2) = 1 - 4 = * 
7(X1+-xs)=z(&)=l. 
So, t(~i + ~2) > Z(Q) + z(xs). This establishes that z is not subadditive. 
3. MONOTONICITY AND SUBADDITIVITY 
In what follows, when we say that the @-norming perturbation -c is 
subadditive on Le.,, we will mean that, for every u, v EL,,,, we have 
z(~+v)~~(u)+t(v), where z(u+v)=z(~u+v~), z(u)=z(IzcI) and z(v)=z(lv~). 
The next result establishes half of the relationship between the sub- 
additivity of a @-norming perturbation and its monotonicity. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that the p-norm&g perturbation z is subadditive 
on L,,r. Then t is monotone. 
PROOF. We saw in Section 1 that we need only concern ourselves with 
the elements in LLr. 
We first note that, since (Q + Z)L(U) = Q(U) for every u E LLr, there exists 
O<u, tu such that t.(u,) --f 0 for n=l, 2, . . . . Now, let O<u<v with 
u, v E LQ., and let the sequence {vn> in LQ,z, with 0 <v, f (e-u), be such 
that z(v,) +- 0. It follows from the monotonicity of (Q + z) that Q(U + v,) - 
- e(v) < z(v) - t(u + VT&). 
Let E> 0 be chosen. Choose n =nl so that -C(Q) <a/2 for n >nl. Choose 
n=nz so that ~Q(u+v,)--Q(v)\GE/~ for n>ns (that such can be done 
follows from the semi-continuity of Q). 
Taking N= max (nl, ns) we have that, for n>N, 
- F/2 < t(v) - z(u f v,) <z(v) -z(u) + E/2 
(where the last inequality follows from the subadditivity on LQ.t of z). 
But then - E G z(v) -z(u). Since the choice of E > 0 was arbitrary, we have 
established that z(w) -z(u) > 0. The lemma is proved. 
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The result that the monotonicity of a @-norming perturbation implies 
that it is subadditive involves a little more work. 
A subset K of a Riesz space L is said to be solid if whenever x, y E L 
with lx]<jy] and y E lis we have x E K. 
REMARK 3.2. If z is a monotone @-norming perturbation, then 
A={aLELQJ: z(lul)=O) is a solid subset of LQ,t with property o-D. 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG and A. C. ZAANEN have shown [3: Note IV, 
Th. 11.10, p. 2621 that, in fact, the following is true: 
If z is a monotone @-norming perturbation, then there exists a sequence 
X, 1‘ X such that Z(U) = 0 for every 0 GU E L,,z such that u is bounded 
and vanishing outside some X, (where n depends on u). (We have para- 
phrased the result in [3] in order to be consistent with our terminology.) 
Throughout the rest of this paper we will refer to this property as (*). 
Thus, there is actually an ideal in LQ.t with property o-D on which 
the @-norming perturbation t vanishes. 
We saw in Example 2.3 that we can have a @-norming perturbation 
such that even (*) holds but z fails to be monotone (z vanishes on the 
finitely non-zero sequences). 
The following is a characteriza,tion of monotonicity. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let -c be a p-norm&g perturbation. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent : 
(i) z is monotone ; 
(ii) There exists a solid subset A of l$,,, with property o-D such that if 
u, v E L& with v E A, then t(u+v) at(u). 
PROOF. That the monotonicity of t implies condition (ii) is obvious. 
We prove, therefore, only that condition (ii) implies that z is monotone. 
To this end, let U, 21 E L,,, with 0 <UC v. Let A be a subset of LQ.t with 
the properties of condition (ii). Since A has property G-D, there exists 
a sequence Osv, f (v-u) with (vn> C A. Since 
~(u+v,)+~(u+v~)s~(v)+z(v) for n=l, 2,..., 
we have that, for all n, 
z(u)--(v)sZ(U+vn)--(v)se(v)--(u+v,). 
Since Q is semi-continuous, we have that 
e(v) -ecu + VA -+ e(v) -e(v) = 0, 
and therefore 
t(u) -t(v) s 0. 
The lemma is proved. 
REMARK 3.4. In Example 2.3, it is not difficult to see that every 
solid subset A of LA with property G-D must contain the finitely non-zero 
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sequences. Therefore, to see that condition (ii) of Lemma 3.3 is not satis- 
fied one need only consider, for instance, the elements &= (1, 2, 1, 2, . ..) 
and x=(1, 0, 0, . ..). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let z be a monotone e-norm&g perturbation. Let 0 <e E L,., 
and let E = (x E: X: e(x) > O}. Then there exist measurable E, t E such that 
(l/n)xEn<exEw<nxEm for n=l, 2, . . . . and such that for each n we have 
QE,) = 0. 
PROOF. We remark first that for any subset Z E 9, if we have 
sequences Y,t.Z and D,fZ with Y,,D,EZ for n=1,2,..., then 
D, n Y, t 2. The proof of this is elementary. 
Now, let D, t X be the sequence guaranteed by (*). Let B, = {x E E: 
e(x)>(l/n)} and c,={x~E: e(x)<n) for n=l, 2, . . . . Then B,j’E and 
G I‘E, so 
A,=B, n C, “i E. 
Likewise, since D, n E t E, we have that 
(D, n E) n A, = D, n A, t E. 
The desired sequence {En} is obtained by taking E, = A, n D, for 
n= 1, 2, . . . . The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let t be a monotone e-norm&g perturbation and let el, ez 
be positive elements of L,,. such that {x : cl(x) > 0) = {x: ez(x) > 0} = E. Then 
there exists a sequence {E s o measurable subsets of E with E, t E such that > f 
( l/n3)XEm < ( 1/n2)elXEm < eZXE, < n2elXE, Q n3XE, 
for n=l, 2, . . . . and such that, for each n, Z(XE,) =O. 
PROOF. Let El,, (respectively, E2,n) be the sequence obtained for er 
(respectively, e2) by application of Lemma 3.5. Taking E, =El,, n Ez,~ 
for n=l, 2, . . . . we have that E, f E, r(XE,) = 0, (l/n))& < elxE, < nxE,, 
and (l/n)XE, G e!JXE, GnXs, for each n. The result now follows easily. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let z be a monotone e-norm&g perturbation. Let el, e2 be 
positive elements of LQ.s such that 
{x~X:e~(x)>O}={x~X:e~(x)>0}=E. 
Then z(el+ 4 G t(el) + z(e2). 
PROOF. Let E, t E be the sequence obtained by application of Lem- 
ma 3.6. We claim first that 
(1) r(elf @ZXE,) =T(el), 
(2) z(e2 + elXE,) = z(e2) for each n. 
We will show only (1) since the proof of (2) is analogous. Since -c is 
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monotone, we need only show that z(ei+eaXs,) <z(ei). It follows also 
from the monotonicity of z that, for a fixed positive integer m, we have 
z(ei -t ezXE,) Q z(ei + mseixE,J for n > m. Hence, since (e + z) is a function 
norm, we have that 
Since Q is semi-continuous, it follows that 
&+m2elxEn) -~(el)-m~~(elx~J --f 0 as n -+ 00. 
Hence, z(ei) -~(ei+ez~~,) > 0. The equality (1) is proved. 
Now, by the subadditivity of (Q+-c), the monotonicity of z, and equali- 
ties (1) and (2) above, we have that 
Q(elf e2XEn+ elXEn+e2) -@(el+e2X~,)-@(e2+ elXE,) < 
t(el + e2xEJ + t(e2 + em3,) - z(el+ e2) = 
z(el) + z(e2) - z(el+ e2). 
Applying once more the semi-continuity of Q, we see that r(el) + r(e2) - 
-z(ei+ez) > 0. The assertion is proved. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let z be a monotone pnorming perturbation. Then t is 
subadditive. 
PROOF. Let ei, ea E LzT and E > 0 be chosen. For some positive integer 
nl we have that 
(**I T(ei) < z(el + (l/n)e2) Q z(el) + a/2 for all integers n 2 nl. 
Indeed, we have 
e(el+(l/n)e2)+z(el+(l/n)e2)~~(el)+~(e2/n)+z(el)+(l/n)z(e2), 
and so 
44 <+a+ (llnk2) <e(ed +e((l/n)e2) -@(a + (l/n)e2) +z(el) + (l/n)z(e2). 
Noting that e(ei + (l/n)ea) > e(ei), we have that 
Z(el) Gz(el+ (l/n)e2) G (l/n)e(e2) +z(el) + (+)z(e2). 
To establish (* *), we need only choose a natural number ni large enough 
so that (l/n)(e(ez) + z(e2)) G 42 whenever n 2 ni. 
Similarly, it can be shown that for some natural number na we have 
that 
z(e2) G z(e2 + (l/n)ei) < z(e2) + 42 for all integers n >na. 
It follows from Lemma 3.7 that, for all natural numbers n, 
z(el+ (l/n)e2+e2+ (l/n)el) Gz(el+ (l/n)ea)+z(ez+ (l/n)el). 
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Hence, for n> max (nl, n2), we have that 
O~~(el+(lln)ez)+~(ez+ P/n)el)--(el+e2+(l/n)(el+e2)) 
<de1 + (l/n)e2) +z(e2+ (l/n)el) -r(el+e2) 
< 4el) + 42 + z(e2) + 42 - z(el+ e2). 
-EGz(ei)+t(ez) -z(elfe2). 
Since the choice of E > 0 was arbitrary, this establishes that 0 Q t(er) + 
+z(es) -r(er+ es). Thus the proof is complete. 
The reader should note that if the @-norming perturbation z is sub- 
additive and monotone, then it is subadditive on L,,,. 
The following theorem summarizes the results of this section. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let -c be a e-norm&g perturbation. The following are 
equivalent : 
(i) z is a function seminorm, 
(ii) z is monotone, 
(iii) there exists a solid subset A of L e,r with property o-D such that if 
u, v E L$, with v E A, then z(u+v)>z(u), 
(iv) z is subadditive on L,,,. 
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